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Gaussian distribution of short sums of trace functions over
finite fields
Corentin Perret-Gentil
Abstract. We show that under certain general conditions, short sums
of ℓ-adic trace functions over finite fields follow a normal distribution
asymptotically when the origin varies, generalizing results of Erdős-
Davenport, Mak-Zaharescu and Lamzouri. In particular, this applies
to exponential sums arising from Fourier transforms such as Klooster-
man sums or Birch sums, as we can deduce from the works of Katz.
By approximating the moments of traces of random matrices in mon-
odromy groups, a quantitative version can be given as in Lamzouri’s
article, exhibiting a different phenomenon than the averaging from the
central limit theorem.
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1. Introduction
Let Fq denote the finite field of cardinality q in characteristic p. For a
function t : Fq Ñ C and a subset I Ă Fq, we let
Spt, Iq “
ÿ
xPI
tpxq
be the partial sum over I. For I of various structures and sizes, such sums are
omnipresent in analytic number theory (see e.g. [IK04, Chapter 12]). Due
to oscillations, they often exhibit cancellation, and as a general phenomenon
we can expect (or wish for) square-root cancellation |Spt, Iq| !a|I|.
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2 Gaussian distribution of short sums of trace functions
1.1. Sums over subsets with varying origin. For x P Fq, we denote by
I ` x “ ty ` x : y P Iu the translate of I by x. Given a family of functions
ptq : Fq Ñ Cqq and intervals Iq Ă Fq, we are interested in the distribution of
the complex random variable˜
Sptq, Iq ` xqa|Iq|
¸
xPFq,
(1)
with respect to the uniform measure on Fq, as q, |Iq| Ñ 8.
Example 1.1. When q “ p, the finite field Fp can be identified with the
discrete interval r1 . . . ps. For an interval IH “ r1 . . . Hs Ă r1 . . . ps and
1 ď x ď p an integer, Spt, IH ` xq is the partial sum
Spt, x,Hq :“
ÿ
xďyăx`H
tpyq
of length H starting at x. More generally, when q “ pe, we can consider
“boxes” in Fq – Fep.
1.2. The case of Dirichlet characters. In the situation of Example 1.1
with ptpqp “ pχpqp a family of Dirichlet characters, the question of the dis-
tribution of the random variable (1) appears in the literature as follows:
– When χp is the Legendre symbol, Davenport and Erdős [DE52] showed
that the real-valued random variable`
Spχp, x,Hpq{
a
Hp
˘
xPFp
converges in law to a normal distribution with mean 0 and unit variance
when
p, Hp Ñ 8 with logHp “ oplog pq. (2)
– Mak and Zaharescu [MZ11] generalized this result to short sums of the
form
S˜ppx,Hpq “
ÿ
P“px1,x2qPC
xďx1ăx`Hp
x2PI
χppgpP qqψpptpP qq,
where C is an absolutely irreducible affine plane curve over Fp, g, f P
Fppx, yq are rational functions, ψp (resp. χp) is an additive (resp. non-
real multiplicative) character modulo p, and I is an interval. Under some
technical conditions, they similarly obtain that the projection of the ran-
dom variable pS˜ppx,Hpq{
a
HpqxPFp on any line through the origin con-
verges in law to a normal distribution with mean 0 and unit variance
when p,Hp Ñ8 under (2).
– Lamzouri [Lam13] showed that when χp is a non-real Dirichlet character,
the random variable `
Spχp, x,Hpq{
a
Hp
˘
xPFp
converge in law to a normal distribution in C with mean 0 and covariance
matrix 1
2
p 1 00 1 q when p,Hp Ñ8 with (2).
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All of the above proceed by using the method of moments. To do so, one
needs bounds on character sums that follow from the work of Weil on the
Riemann hypothesis for curves over finite fields.
A particular aspect of Lamzouri’s method in [Lam13] is to consider a
probabilistic model, where the values of a multiplicative character are modeled
as independent random variables uniformly distributed on the unit circle in
C. This model is shown to be accurate (in the sense of convergence in law)
by bounding an exponential sum.
1.3. Generalization to trace functions. In this article, we will consider
the question introduced above for families ptq : Fq Ñ Cqq of ℓ-adic trace
functions over Fq, as they appear in particular in the works of Katz (see for
example [Kat88] and [Kat90]), and more recently in the series of papers by
Fouvry, Kowalski, Michel and others (see [FKM14b], [Pol14, Section 6] or
[PG16] for surveys).
Using the results surveyed in [FKM15b], building upon Deligne’s gener-
alization of the Riemann Hypothesis over finite fields [Del80] and the works
of Katz, we will show that under general assumptions on a family of ℓ-adic
trace functions ptq : Fq Ñ Cqq, and a family of sets Iq Ă Fq, the ran-
dom variable (1) converges in law to a normal distribution in C – R2 when
q, Hq “ |Iq| Ñ 8 in the range (2). Hence, we generalize the results of
Section 1.2 to trace functions.
For example, for the (normalized) Kloosterman sums of rank n ě 2
tqpxq “ Kln,qpxq
“ p´1q
n´1
qpn´1q{2
ÿ
x1,...,xnPFˆq
x1¨¨¨xn“x
e
ˆ
trpx1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xnq
p
˙
(3)
(where tr : Fq Ñ Fp is the trace), we get the following:
Theorem. Let n ě 2 and for every prime power q, let Iq Ă Fq. The complex
random variable ˜
SpKln,q, Iq ` xqa|Iq|
¸
xPFq
(with respect to the uniform measure on Fq) converges in law to a normal
distribution N in C – R2, with mean 0 and covariance matrix p 1 00 0 q if n is
even and 1
2
p 1 00 1 q if n is odd, when q, |Iq| Ñ 8 with log |Iq| “ oplog qq.
More precisely, for any ε P p0, 1{2q and for any closed rectangle A Ă C
with sides parallel to the coordinate axes and Lebesgue measure µpAq, the
probability
P
˜
SpKln,q, Iq ` xqa|Iq| P A
¸
“ |tx P Fq : SpKln,q, Iq ` xq{|Iq|
1{2 P Au|
q
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is given by
P pN P Aq `Oε
˜
µpAq
˜
q´
1
2
`ε `
ˆ
log |Iq|
log q
˙2{5
` 1a|Iq|
¸¸
when q, |Iq| Ñ 8 with under the range log |Iq| “ oplog qq if n is even and
|Iq| “ o
´
plog qq 32p1`εq
¯
otherwise. As n Ñ 8 or if n is even, the exponents
2{5 and 3{2 can be replaced by 1{2 and 1, respectively.
The general results will be stated in Section 2.
1.3.1. Examples. Examples of ℓ-adic trace functions over Fq we will consider
include:
(a) Dirichlet characters χ modulo q or compositions χ ˝ f , where f P
FqpT q is a rational function. This is the case considered in [Lam13]
(if f “ id) and [MZ11], when q “ p.
(b) Hyper-Kloosterman sums Kln,q of rank n ě 2, or more generally
hypergeometric sums, as studied by Katz in [Kat88] and [Kat90].
(c) General exponential sums of the form
tqpxq “ 1?
q
ÿ
yPFq
e
ˆ
trpxfpyq ` hpyqq
p
˙
χpgpyqq, (4)
for f, g, h P QpXq rational functions and χ : Fqˆ Ñ C a multiplicative
character. This includes Birch sums
tqpxq “ Bipx, qq “ 1?
q
ÿ
yPFq
e
ˆ
trpxy ` y3q
p
˙
, (5)
considered by Birch, Livné and Katz, and sums of the form
tqpxq “ 1?
q
ÿ
yPFq
e
ˆ
trpxfpyqq
p
˙
, (6)
studied by Katz and Fouvry-Michel (see e.g. [Mic98]).
(d) Functions counting points on families of curves over Fq parametrized
by varieties over Fq, as surveyed in [KS91, Chapter 10].
Note that tq can be complex or real-valued (the latter occurring for ex-
ample for hyper-Kloosterman sums of even rank and Birch sums).
Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank his supervisor Em-
manuel Kowalski for guidance and advice during this project. It is a pleasure
to acknowledge in particular the influence of the works of Étienne Fouvry,
Nicholas Katz, Emmanuel Kowalski, Youness Lamzouri and Philippe Michel.
The computations present in this document have been performed with the
SageMath [Sag15] software. This work was partially supported by DFG-SNF
lead agency program grant 200021L_153647. The results also appear in the
author’s PhD thesis [PG16].
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2. Statement of the results
2.1. Trace functions over finite fields. We briefly recall some definitions
and terminology around ℓ-adic trace function over finite fields necessary to
state our results, and refer the reader to [Kat88], [Kat90, Chapter 7], [Pol14,
Section 6], [FKM14b], [FKM14a] or [PG16] for details and further references.
Definition 2.1. Let ℓ be a prime number distinct from the characteristic p
of the finite field Fq. We call ℓ-adic sheaf over Fq a constructible sheaf F of
Qℓ-modules on P
1{Fq (with respect to the étale topology) which is middle-
extension, i.e. for every nonempty open j : U Ñ P1 on which F is lisse,
we have F – j˚j˚F . We write SingpFq “ P1pFqq ´ UF pFqq for the set of
singularities of F , where UF is the maximal open set of lissity1 of F .
There is an alternative point of view through ℓ-adic representations of
étale fundamental groups that can be very convenient in practice:
Proposition 2.2. There is an equivalence of categories between ℓ-adic sheaves
F over Fq and continuous finite-dimensional ℓ-adic representations
ρF : π1,q :“ Gal
`
FqpT qsep{FqpT q
˘Ñ GLpFηq – GLnpQℓq.
Moreover, F is lisse at x P P1pFqq if and only if the inertia group Ix ď π1,q
acts trivially on Q
n
ℓ . The integer n is the rank of F .
Definition 2.3. Let ι : Qℓ Ñ C be a fixed isomorphism of fields. The
trace function associated to an ℓ-adic sheaf F over Fq corresponding to the
representation ρF : π1,q Ñ GLpV q is the function
tF : Fq Ñ C
x ÞÑ ι tr `ρF pFrobx,qq | V Ix˘ ,
where Frobx,q P pDx{Ixq7 – GalpFq{Fqq7 is the geometric Frobenius at x P
Fq, for Dx ď π1,q the decomposition group at x.
Definition 2.4. An ℓ-adic sheaf F over Fq is pointwise pure of weight 0 if
for every finite extension Fq1{Fq and every x P UF pFq1q, the eigenvalues of
ρF pFrobx,q1q are Weil numbers of weight 0, i.e. their images through any
isomorphism of fields ι : Qℓ Ñ C have unit absolute value.
By a result of Deligne [Del80, 1.8], we have ||tF ||8 ď rankpFq if F is
pointwise pure of weight 0 (this is clear at points of lissity), so the former
definition corresponds to a normalization assumption for the trace function.
By the Grothendieck-Lefschetz trace formula, the Euler-Poincaré formula
of Grothendieck-Ogg-Safarevich and Deligne’s generalization of the Riemann
hypothesis over finite fields to weights of ℓ-adic sheaves [Del80], we have a
precise control on sums of trace functions:
1One shows that such an open exists – it is where the stalk has generic rank – and that
F is determined by its restriction to UF , see e.g. [Kat88, 8.5.1].
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Theorem 2.5. For F an ℓ-adic sheaf over Fq that is pointwise pure of weight
0, we have ÿ
xPFq
tF pxq “ q ¨ tr
´
Frobq |Fπgeom1,q
¯
`O pEpFq?qq ,
where
1 // π
geom
1,q “ Gal
`
FqpT qsep{FqpT q
˘
// π1,q // GalpFq{Fqq // 1
is exact, Frobq P GalpFq{Fqq is the geometric Frobenius, Fπgeom1,q is the space
of coinvariants of the representation ρF of π
geom
1,q , and
EpFq “ rankpFq
»
–|SingpFq| ´ 1` ÿ
xPSingpFq
SwanxpFq
fi
fl . (7)
Proof. See [Del77, Exposé 6], [FKM14a, Chapter 4], [Kat88, Chapter 2] or
[FKM15a, Section 9]. 
Remark 2.6. In the works of Fouvry-Kowalski-Michel and others, the error
term is usually only given in terms of the conductor
condpFq “ rankpFq ` |SingpFq| `
ÿ
xPSingpFq
SwanxpFq,
which is independent from q in most “natural” families of sheaves. We are
more precise in (7) to be able to discuss cases where the conductor will be
growing.
Definition 2.7. An ℓ-adic sheaf over Fq is irreducible (resp. geometrically
irreducible) if the corresponding representation of π1,q (resp. of π
geom
1,q ) is
irreducible.
Finally, we recall the definition of monodromy groups.
Definition 2.8. For a fixed isomorphism of fields ι : Qℓ Ñ C, the geometric
(resp. arithmetic) monodromy group of an ℓ-adic sheaf F over Fq with rank
n is the algebraic group
GgeompFq “ ιρF
`
π
geom
1,q
˘ ď GarithpFq “ ιρF`π1,q˘ ď GLnpCq,
where ¨ denotes Zariski closure.
Remark 2.9. The main term in Theorem 2.5 can be rewritten as q trpFrobq |
FGgeompFqq, which is q dimpFGq if GgeompFq “ GarithpFq.
2.2. Coherent families. Finally, we introduce the class of families of trace
functions to which our results will apply.
Definition 2.10. Let us fix a prime ℓ and an isomorphism of fields ι : Qℓ Ñ
C. A family pFqqq of pointwise pure of weight 0 and geometrically irreducible
ℓ-adic sheaves over Fq (for q varying over powers of primes distinct from ℓ)
is said to be coherent if:
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(1) (Conductor) condpFqq is bounded independently from q,
and either:
(2) Kummer case: For every q, Fq is a Kummer sheaf Lχq˝fq for a char-
acter χq : Fqˆ Ñ Cˆ and fq P FqpXq, and the characters χq are either
all real-valued or all complex-valued.
(3) Classical case: There exists G P tSLn`1pCq,Sp2npCq,SOn`1pCqu ´
tSO8pCqu for some n ě 1 such that for every sheaf Fq over Fq in the
family:
(a) (Monodromy groups) The geometric and arithmetic monodromy
groups of Fq coincide and are conjugate to G in GLnpCq.
(b) (Independence of shifts) There is no geometric isomorphism
r`as˚Fq – Fq b L or r`as˚Fq – DpFqq b L (8)
for a sheaf L of rank 1 over Fq and a P GmpFqq, where DpFqq
denotes the dual sheaf (corresponding to the dual representa-
tion).
Definition 2.11. For F an ℓ-adic sheaf over Fq and I Ă Fq, we say that F is
I-compatible if, in the case where F is a Kummer sheaf Lχpfq with degpfq ą
1, we have that
řm
i“1 xi ‰ 0 for all 1 ď m ď degpfq and x1, . . . , xm P I. If
F is not a Kummer sheaf, it is always I-compatible.
Example 2.12. A Kummer sheaf Lχpfq is I-compatible if we have
I Ă r1 . . . p{degpfqqe Ă Fq – Fep.
Remarks 2.13. As we shall see, these conditions are fairly generic for natural
families arising in number theory. For example, geometric irreducibility and
uniform boundedness of conductors are stable by ℓ-adic Fourier transform.
In the classical case, the equality of monodromy groups is to control a main
term through monodromy (see Remark 2.9), while the other conditions are
to show that the monodromy group of a sheaf obtained as a sum of translates
of the Fq is as large as possible, through the Goursat-Kolchin-Ribet criterion
of Katz.
2.3. Qualitative version.
Theorem 2.14. Let ptq : Fq Ñ Cqq be a coherent family of trace functions
and let pIqqq be a family of subsets Iq Ă Fq such that Fq is Iq-compatible.
Then the complex random variable˜
Sptq, Iq ` xqa|Iq|
¸
xPFq
(with respect to the uniform measure on Fq) converges in law to a normal
distribution N in C – R2, with mean 0 and covariance matrixˆ
1 0
0 0
˙
if tq has real values,
1
2
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
otherwise (9)
when q, |Iq| Ñ 8 with log |Iq| “ oplog qq.
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(c) H “ 1000
Figure 1. Distribution of sums of trace functions for a
Dirichlet character modulo p “ 7927 of order p´ 1.
Remarks 2.15. (1) We do not require that Iq be an interval, but it can
rather be any (small) subset.
(2) The result shows in particular that the limit has independent real
and imaginary parts.
(3) As we shall see, the condition on tq being real-valued can be refor-
mulated as a condition on the monodromy group of the family.
To prove this theorem, we extend and adapt the method of [Lam13]. The
values of the trace functions are modeled by random variables distributed
like traces of random matrices uniform in maximal compact subgroups of
the monodromy group with respect to the Haar measure (as in Deligne’s
equidistribution theorem), and the short sums by random walks.
The ℓ-adic formalism and Deligne’s analogue of the Riemann hypothesis
over finite fields applied to sum of products are used to show that this model
is accurate, through the method of moments.
The conclusion then follows from the central limit theorem.
We mention that similar ideas are also used in [KS14] to study the paths
obtained by joining partial Kloosterman and Birch sums, as stochastic pro-
cesses.
2.4. Quantitative version. Actually, Lamzouri used more precise informa-
tion than the central limit theorem: the first moments of the model corre-
spond to those of a Gaussian, and are more generally bounded by them. This
allows him to approximate the characteristic function of pSpχp, x,HpqqxPFp
asymptotically, and in turn, gives a bound on the error term for the joint
distribution function (what we will call a quantitative version of the conver-
gence in law result) by using an identity of Selberg.
We also get a quantitative version for trace functions by using the fact
that moments2 of traces of random matrices in classical groups are also
Gaussian (in C – R2) as the rank grows, as already remarked and exploited
2For a complex-valued random variable X, we consider here the moments EpXkX
r
q
(and not EppReXqkpImXqrq); see Remark 3.4 below.
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(a) H “ 100 (b) H “ 1300
Figure 2. Distribution of sums of trace functions for the
(real-valued) Kloosterman sum Kl2 modulo p “ 7927. In
bold, the density function of a standard normal random vari-
able.
for example by Diaconis-Shahshahani [DS94], Pastur-Vasilchuck [PV04], as
well as Larsen [Lar90] in the context of trace functions.
More precisely, one rather needs subgaussian bounds on high order mo-
ments with respect to the rank, but exploiting the fact that they become
exactly Gaussian allows to improve the error terms as the rank grows.
Hence, this uses a different phenomenon than the averaging of the central
limit theorem: the random variables modeling the values of the trace func-
tion are themselves “close to Gaussian”.
The following is then the extension of the main theorem of [Lam13] (rather
than Theorem 2.14):
Theorem 2.16. In the notations and hypotheses of Theorem 2.14, fix ε P
p0, 1{2q and let R be the rank of the monodromy group of the family. For
any closed rectangle A Ă C – R2 with sides parallel to the coordinate axes
and Lebesgue measure µpAq, the probability
P
˜
Sptq, Iq ` xqa|Iq| P A
¸
“ |tx P Fq : Sptq, Iq ` xq{
a|Iq| P Au|
q
is given by
P pN P Aq `Oε
˜
µpAq
˜
q´
1
2
`ε `
ˆ
log |Iq|
log q
˙β
` 1a|Iq|
¸¸
when q, |Iq| Ñ 8 with
#
log |Iq| “ oplog qq : real-valued and Kummer cases
|Iq| “ o
´
plog qq 2Rp2R´1qp1`εq
¯
: otherwise,
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where N is a normal random variable in C with mean 0 and covariance
matrix Γ as in Theorem 2.14, and
β “
#
1{2´ ε : real-valued and Kummer cases
R´1
2R´1 : otherwise.
Remark 2.17. By using a generalization of the Berry-Esseen inequality from
[BRR86], we improve the method of Lamzouri, which is necessary in the non-
real-valued case (see the outline at the beginning of Section 5). Moreover:
(1) In the self-dual case, Theorem 2.16 recovers the bound and the range
of [Lam13], with an improvement on the power of |Iq| (from 1{4 to
1{2), thanks to a modification of the method.
(2) In the non-self-dual case, we recover the bound valid for Dirichlet
characters when the rank RÑ8, but under the weaker range |Iq| “
o
´
plog qq RR´1
¯
than the one for which Theorem 2.14 is valid. We will
explain the reason for this later on.
2.5. Examples. In Section 7, we will prove that natural families arising
from the examples of Section 1.3.1 are coherent, so that Theorems 2.14 and
2.16 apply to them.
To make the arithmetic and geometric monodromy groups coincide, we
may eventually need to replace a family pFqqq by the twisted family pαq b
Fqqq for αq P Qℓ a Weil number of weight 0. This has simply the effect of
multiplying the trace function by αq, and the covariance matrix of Theorem
2.14 by the orthonormal matrixˆ
Reαq ´ Imαq
Imαq Reαq
˙
,
where we identify αq with its image through the fixed isomorphism ι : Qℓ Ñ
C.
2.6. Moments of random matrices in classical groups. As we men-
tioned, an important ingredient in the proof of Theorem 2.16 is the following:
Proposition 2.18. For n ě 1, let G be SLn`1pCq, Sp2npCq or SOn`1pCq
with standard representation Std. Then, for R “ rankpGq (namely n, n and
tpn` 1q{2u respectively):
(1) If Std is self-dual (i.e. in the symplectic case),
mult1pStdbkq “ 0 pk ě 0 oddq, (10)
mult1pStdbkq “ pk ´ 1q!! p0 ď k ď R evenq, (11)
mult1pStdbkq ď pk ´ 1q!! pk ě 1q. (12)
(2) Otherwise,
mult1pStdbk bDpStdbkqq “ k! p0 ď k ď Rq, (13)
mult1pStdbkbDpStdbrqq “ 0 p0 ď k ‰ r ď Rq, (14)
mult1pStdbkbDpStdbrqq ď
?
k!r! pk, r ě 0q, (15)
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where mult1p ¨ q denotes the multiplicity of the trivial representation in a
representation of G.
New aspects compared to existing works are the bounds (12) and (15)
that we need on the large order moments with respect to the rank.
Remark 2.19. Recall that (see Section 5.3):
– For k, r ě 0 distinct integers, the pk, rq-th moment of a standard
Gaussian in R2 – C is zero.
– For k odd, the kth moment of a standard Gaussian in R is zero.
In the self-dual case, odd moments are zero even for high rank, but in the non-
self-dual case, we will see that there are infinitely many nonzero nondiagonal
terms. This is the reason for the restricted range in the non-self-dual case of
Theorem 2.16 noted in Remark 2.17.
3. Probabilistic model
We start by setting up a probabilistic model for the random variable
pSptq, Iq`xqqxPFq , motivated by Deligne’s equidistribution theorem and Lam-
zouri’s work [Lam13] for Dirichlet characters. We then compute its moments.
3.1. Deligne’s equidistribution theorem. Theorem 2.5 andWeyl’s equidis-
tribution criterion lead to the following, which shows that there is always an
equidistribution result in a coherent family.
Theorem 3.1 (Deligne). Let us fix an isomorphism ι : Qℓ Ñ C, and let
pFqqq be a coherent family of ℓ-adic sheaves over Fq with monodromy group
G ď GLnpCq. Let K ď GpCq be a maximal compact subgroup.
For every x P UFqpFqq, the semisimple part of the Jordan-Chevalley decom-
position of ιρFqpFrobx,qq in G gives a well-defined conjugacy class θx,q P K7
such that tF pxq “ trpθx,qq.
When q Ñ 8, the set tθx,q : x P UF pFqqu becomes equidistributed in K7
with respect to the pushforward of the normalized Haar measure of K.
Proof. This is a variant of [Kat88, Chapter 3] and [KS91, Chapter 9]. 
3.2. Probabilistic model. Theorem 3.1 suggests to model the random vari-
able ´
ρFqpFrobx,qq
¯
xPUFq pFqq,
(with respect to the uniform measure on Fq) as Y “ πpXq, where X is a
random variable uniformly distributed in a maximal compact subgroup K
of G with respect to the normalized Haar measure and π : K Ñ K7 is the
projection to the conjugacy classes.
We shall then accordingly model the random variable´
tFqpxq
¯
xPFq
by Z “ trpY q.
Remark 3.2. In [Lam13], the values of Dirichlet characters of order d are
modeled by random variables uniformly distributed in the unit circle, while
12 Gaussian distribution of short sums of trace functions
in our model, by uniform random variables in the roots of unity of order d
(the monodromy group of a Kummer sheaf associated to a Dirichlet character
of order d) are used. Since the moments are the same (see Remark 5.5), this
will make no difference.
3.2.1. Sums of shifts. Similarly, for I Ă Fq of size H ě 1, we will model the
random vector ´ `
tFqpx` aq
˘
aPI
¯
xPFq
by pZ1, . . . , ZHq, for Zi independent distributed like Z.
Therefore, the sum of shifts´
SptFq , I ` xq
¯
xPFq
“
˜ÿ
yPI
tFqpy ` xq
¸
xPFq
will be modeled by the random walk SpHq “ Z1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ZH , as in [Lam13].
3.3. Computation of the moments.
Proposition 3.3 (Probabilistic moments). For all integers k, r ě 0 and
H ě 1, the moment
Mprobpk, r;Hq :“ EpSpHqkSpHqrq
is equal to ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kH“k
kiě0
ÿ
r1`¨¨¨`rH“r
riě0
ˆ
k
k1 . . . kH
˙ˆ
r
r1 . . . rH
˙
ˆ
Hź
i“1
mult1pStdbki bDpStdbriqq,
where Std is the standard representation of G ď GLnpCq and DpStdq its
dual.
Proof. By independence and the multinomial formula, Mprobpk, r;Hq equals
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kH“k
kiě0
ÿ
r1`¨¨¨`rH“r
riě0
ˆ
k
k1 . . . kH
˙ˆ
r
r1 . . . rH
˙ Hź
i“1
EpZkii Zrii q.
By the Peter-Weyl Theorem,
EpZki Zri q “
ż
C
xkxrdptr˚ µqpxq “
ż
K7
trpgqktrpgqrdµpgq
“ mult1pStdbkbDpStdbrqq,
where µ is the normalized Haar measure on K, since tr (resp. tr) is the
character associated to the standard representation of G (resp. its dual). 
Remark 3.4. The covariance matrix (9) of Theorem 2.14 is given with respect
to the standard basis 1, i of C as R-vector space, and a nice feature of the
result is that the matrix is diagonal, i.e. the real and imaginary parts are
independent. However, it will be more natural for the proof to make the
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linear transformation
`
Z
Z
˘ “ ` 1 i1 ´i ˘ ` ReZImZ ˘ and consider as in Proposition
3.3 the moments EpZkZrq instead of EppReZqkpImZqrq. The reason is that
conjugation has the algebraic interpretation of dualization of representations,
characters, and trace functions. In the real-valued case, there is no difference.
Lemma 3.5. We have EpZq “ 0 and the covariance matrix of the random
vector Z “ pReZ, ImZq isˆ
1 0
0 0
˙
if Std is self-dual,
1
2
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
otherwise.
Proof. Since the sheaf is geometrically irreducible, Std is irreducible, so that
EpZq “ mult1pStdq “ 0 by Schur’s Lemma. Moreover, for every integer
r ě 0 we have
mult1pStdbrq “
ż
K
trpgqrdµpgq “
ż
K
trpgqrdµpgq “ mult1pDpStdqbrq
where the second equality follows from the fact that mult1pStdbrq is an
integer. Using this, we find that the covariance matrix of Z is
1
2
ˆ
mult1pStdb2q ` 1 0
0 1´mult1pStdb2q
˙
.
Finally, again by Schur’s Lemma, mult1pStdb2q “ mult1pStdbDpDpStdqq “
δStd self dual. 
Lemma 3.6. Let F be a geometrically irreducible ℓ-adic sheaf over Fq, point-
wise pure of weight 0, with monodromy groups G “ GgeompFq “ GarithpFq ď
GLnpCq. The following are equivalent:
(1) For any finite extension Fq1{Fq, the trace function t : Fq1 Ñ C is
real-valued.
(2) The standard representation of G ď GLnpCq is self-dual.
(3) mult1pStdb2q “ mult1pStdbDpStdqq “ 1.
Proof. By a result of Deligne [Del80, 1.3.9] (see [KS91, 9.0.12]), we have G0
semisimple, so that there is an equivalence of categories between represen-
tations of the algebraic group G, of the Lie group GpCq, or of K. Note
that by assumption, Std is irreducible. By the Chebotarev density theorem,
the Frobenius conjugacy classes Frobx,q1 , for Fq1{Fq a finite extension and
x P UF pFq1q, are dense in π1,q (see [Ser89, I.2.2, Corollary 2 a)]). Thus, (1)
is indeed equivalent to having ιptrpρF pπ1,qqqq Ă R for all q, which in turn
holds if and only if trpGq Ă R. Hence, (1) is equivalent to (2) by character
theory of GpCq. If (2) holds, then
mult1pStdb2q “ mult1pStdbDpStdqq “ 1
by Schur’s Lemma, so that (3) holds. If (3) holds, we have
1 “
ż
K
trpgq2dg “
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
K
trpgq2dg
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
ż
K
| trpgq|2dg “ 1,
so that trpgq2 “ | trpgq|2 for almost all g P K. Hence, trpgq P R almost
everywhere in K, and this holds everywhere in K since a nonempty open
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set has positive Haar measure. Thus (1) follows by the first statement in
Theorem 3.1. 
Hence, we conclude by the two preceding Lemmas that the covariance
matrix of Z is equal to that given in (9).
4. Qualitative version (Theorem 2.14)
4.1. Strategy and comparison with other approaches. The idea of the
proof of Theorem 2.14 is the following:
(1) By the method of moments, it suffices to show that the moments of
the random variable (1) tend to that of the Gaussian N .
(2) We show that the probabilistic model of Section 3 is accurate, in the
sense that the moments of (1) converge to that of the model.
(3) To conclude, it suffices to apply the central limit theorem (with con-
vergence of moments) to the model.
This is to be compared with the approaches of earlier works which do not
use the central limit theorem:
– Davenport-Erdős [DE52] and Mak-Zaharescu [MZ11] directly show
that the moments of (1) are asymptotically Gaussian and apply the
method of moments.
– Lamzouri [Lam13] first proves that his probabilistic model is accu-
rate as in step (2) above. He then remarks that the random variable
X modeling the values of the Dirichlet characters itself has moments
bounded by those of a Gaussian. That allows to approximate the
characteristic function of the model for the sums by that of a Gauss-
ian. By using a method of Selberg, this finally gives an approximation
for the joint characteristic function. We will comment more on this
approach in Section 5.
We shall see that with the ℓ-adic formalism, the proof that the model is
accurate becomes very natural and does not involve explicit computations
of moments.
4.2. Accuracy of the model. Under the hypotheses and notations of The-
orem 2.14, as in Proposition 3.3 the moment
Mqpk, r; Iqq :“ E
´
Sptq, Iq ` xqkSptq, Iq ` xqr
¯
equals ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kH“k
kiě0
ÿ
r1`¨¨¨`rH“r
riě0
ˆ
k
k1 . . . kH
˙ˆ
r
r1 . . . rH
˙
(16)
1
q
ÿ
xPFq
Hź
i“1
tqpx` aiqkitqpx` aiqri
for all integers k, r ě 0, where Iq “ ta1, . . . , aHu. Thus, by Proposition 3.3,
we need to compare “sums of products” of trace functions
1
q
ÿ
xPFq
Hź
i“1
tqpx` aiqkitqpx` aiqri (17)
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with products of the form
Hź
i“1
mult1pStdbki bDpStdbriqq (18)
when ki, ri ě 0 are integers.
4.2.1. Sums of products of trace functions. The estimation of sums of the
form
ř
xPFq
śH
i“1 tipxq for ti a trace function over Fq is precisely the question
that is surveyed in [FKM15b], and the link between (17) and (18) can be
made clear through a cohomological interpretation of the sum via Theorem
2.5:
– For k, r P NH , let us consider the sheaf
Gk,r “ â
1ďiďH
´
r`ais˚Fbkiq bDpr`ais˚Fqqbri
¯
.
By Theorem 2.5, under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.14, (17) is equal to
tr
ˆ
Frobq | Gk,rπgeom1,q
˙
`OprSpk,rqSpk, rqc2q´1{2q
where the implicit constant is absolute, r “ rankpFqq, c “ condpFqq, and
Spk, rq “ řHi“1pki ` riq.
– By the Goursat-Kolchin-Ribet criterion of Katz, if Fq is part of a coherent
family in the classical case, then the arithmetic and geometric monodromy
groups of
G “ à
1ďiďH
r`ais˚Fq
coincide and are as large as possible, i.e. isomorphic to GH .
– Thus, by Remark 2.9,
tr
´
Frobq | pGk,rqπgeom1,q
¯
“ dimΛGgeompGq “ dimΛGH
“ dim ò
1ďiďH
´
Stdbki bDpStdqbri
¯
G
“
ź
1ďiďH
mult1pStdbki bDpStdqbriq,
for the GH -representation Λ “Ò1ďiďH `Stdbki bDpStdqbri˘.
Remark 4.1. As mentioned in Remark 2.6, the conductor of Gk,r is un-
bounded as H Ñ 8, so that, in contrast with [FKM15b], we have to keep
track of the dependency with the conductors in the error terms.
Finally, we get:
Proposition 4.2. Let pFqqq be a coherent family of sheaves over Fq, with
monodromy group G ď GLnpCq. Let a1, . . . , aH P Fq be distinct. If Fq is
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ta1, . . . , aHu-compatible, then for all k, r P NH ,
1
q
ÿ
xPFq
ź
1ďiďH
tFqpx` aiqkitFqpx` aiq
ri “
ź
1ďiďH
mult1pStdbki bDpStdqbriq
`O
´
rSpk,rqSpk, rqq´1{2
¯
where the implicit constant does not depend on q, and Spk, rq “ řHi“1pki`riq.
Proof. The proof in the case of a classical monodromy group was sketched
above; details can be found in [FKM15b] or [PG16]. For a Kummer sheaf
Lχpfq with χ : Fqˆ Ñ C of order d and f P FqpT q, the sum is by multiplica-
tivity equal to
1
q
ÿ
xPFq
χpgpxqq “ 1
q
ÿ
xPFq
tLχpgq,
where gpXq “ś1ďiďH fpX`aiqki´ri . Writing f “ f1{f2 and g “ g1{g2 with
fi, gi P FqrXs, we see that degpg1q ` degpg2q ď Spk, rqpdegpf1q ` degpf2qq ď
Spk, rq condpFqq. By Theorem 2.5 and Remark 2.9 applied to the Kummer
sheaf Lχpgq, it follows that
1
q
ÿ
xPFq
χpgpxqq “ δg is a d´power `OpSpk, rqc2q´1{2q.
Observe that mult1pStdbki bDpStdqbriq “ δd|ki´ri , so that the claim is clear
if f “ X. Otherwise, the compatibility assumption shows that3 there exists
a zero x of f such that fpx` aq ‰ 0 for all a P I. Indeed, otherwise, for any
zero x of f and any integer df ě 0, there would exist a1, . . . , adf P Fq with
x` a1, . . . , x`
řdf
i“1 ai distinct zeros of f , which is impossible. This implies
that g cannot be a d-power if d ∤ ki ´ ri for some i. 
4.2.2. Conclusion. The asymptotic accuracy of the model then follows from
Proposition 4.2 applied to (16), recalling that
ř
k1`¨¨¨`kH“k, kiě0
`
k
k1...kH
˘ “
Hk:
Proposition 4.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.14, for all integers
k, r ě 0 and Iq Ă Fq of size H, we have
Mqpk, r; Iqq “Mprobpk, r;Hq `O
´
c3pk`rqq´1{2Hk`r
¯
with c “ maxq condpFqq.
We make the normalizations
S˜ptq, Iq ` xq “ Sptq, Iq ` xq{|Iq|1{2 and S˜pHq “ SpHq{H1{2,
and for k, r ě 0 we denote by M˜qpk, r; Iqq, M˜probpk, r;Hq the corresponding
moments, so that Proposition 4.3 becomes:
M˜qpk, r; Iqq “ M˜probpk, r;Hq `O
´
c3pk`rqq´1{2H
k`r
2
¯
. (19)
3This idea appears on page 9 of the published version of [LZ12].
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4.3. Central limit theorem.
Proposition 4.4. Under the hypotheses and notations of Theorem 2.14,
the random variable S˜pHq converges in law to the random variable N when
H Ñ8. Moreover,
lim
HÑ8
M˜probpk, r;Hq “MN pk, rq,
for all integers k, r ě 0, where MN pk, rq are the moments of N .
Proof. This follows from the two-dimensional Central limit theorem and
Lemma 3.5. To obtain the convergence of moments, it suffices to show that
S˜pHq is uniformly integrable (see e.g. [Gut05, Chapter 5.5]), which follows
from [Gut05, Theorem 7.5.1]. 
By (19), this immediately implies:
Corollary 4.5 (Moments are asymptotically Gaussian). Under the hypothe-
ses and notations of Theorem 2.14, we have for all integers k, r ě 0 that
lim
q,|Iq|Ñ8
M˜qpk, r; Iqq “MN pk, rq.
4.4. Method of moments and proof of Theorem 2.14. To conclude
the proof of Theorem 2.14, it now suffices to apply the method of moments:
Proposition 4.6 (Method of moments for complex-valued random vari-
ables). Let pXnqně0 be a sequence of complex random variables with mo-
ments MXnpk, rq. If limnÑ8MXnpk, rq “MX0pk, rq for all integers k, r ě 0
and if
lim sup
k`rÑ8
|MX0pk, rq|
1
k`r
k ` r ă 8,
then Xn converges in law to X0.
Proof. See for example [Gut05, Chapter 5.8.4]. 
Corollary 4.7 (Method of moments for normal convergence). Let pXnqně0
be a sequence of complex random variables. If for all integers k, r ě 0,
the moment MXnpk, rq converges to the corresponding moment of a normal
random variable N as nÑ 8, then Xn converges in law to N .
Hence, by Corollary 4.7, Theorem 2.14 follows directly from Corollary 4.5.
5. Quantitative version (Theorem 2.16)
5.1. Review of Lamzouri’s method. We recall that the idea of [Lam13]
is to remark that the random variable Z modeling the values of the Dirichlet
characters has moments bounded by those of a Gaussian. In particular, this
implies that if SpHq “ Z1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ZH with Zi independent distributed like
Z as above, we have
E
´
pReSpHqq2kpImSpHqq2r
¯
! pk ` rq!Hk`r
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(see [Lam13, (3.5)]), which is a square-root cancellation over the trivial
bound H2pk`rqp2k ` 2rq!. This implies that one can:
(1) Approximate the characteristic function of pSpχp, x,HpqqxPFp asymp-
totically by that of the probabilistic model when p,Hp Ñ8 (see the
proof of [Lam13, Theorem 3.1]).
Lamzouri then proceeds as follows:
(2) As in the classical proof of the central limit theorem, the character-
istic function of the model is approximated by that of a Gaussian
([Lam13, Lemma 3.2]).
(3) Combining the last two points, this gives an asymptotic approxima-
tion of the characteristic function of pSpχp, x,HpqqxPFp by that of a
Gaussian ([Lam13, Theorem 3.1]).
(4) Using a smooth approximation for the sign function involving char-
acteristic functions, due to Selberg ([Lam13, (4.4)]), one gets an
approximate expression of the joint distribution function from the
characteristic function, which allows to conclude.
5.2. Generalization to trace functions. As we explained in the introduc-
tion, this can be generalized to coherent families of trace functions thanks to
Proposition 2.18. We will however proceed a bit differently than Lamzouri,
skipping steps (2)–(3) above and:
(1) Directly use step (4) to approximate the joint distribution function
of the random variable (1) by that of the model.
(2) Apply a generalization to higher dimensions of the Berry-Esseen the-
orem appearing in [BRR86], to obtain an approximation of the joint
distribution function of the model.
5.3. Characteristic function of a Gaussian. Let us recall that if Z is a
normal random variable in R with mean 0 and variance σ2, the moments are
EpZkq “
#
0 if k ě 1 is odd
σkpk ´ 1q!! if k ě 0 is even
and its characteristic function is u ÞÑ EpeiuZq “ e´ 12σ2u2 .
Hence, if Z is a normal random variable in C – R2 with mean 0 and
diagonal covariance matrix σ2 p 1 00 1 q, then its characteristic function is
pu, vq ÞÑ φ˜pu, vq “ E
´
eipuReZ`v ImZq
¯
“ e´σ
2
2
pu2`v2q.
As we explained in Remark 3.4, we will continue to rather work with
moments of the form EpZkZrq and characteristics functions of the form
pu, vq ÞÑ φpu, vq “ EpeipuZ`vZqq, which renders the computations easier and
more natural in our setting. Note that
φpu, vq “ φ˜pu` v, ipu´ vqq and
φ˜pu, vq “ φ
ˆ
u´ iv
2
,
u` iv
2
˙
(20)
for all u, v P C. Hence, φpu, vq “ e´2σ2uv, so that E`ZkZr˘ “ p2σ2qkk!δk“r.
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5.4. Approximation of characteristic functions through moments.
Lemma 5.1. Let X1,X2 be complex random variables with momentsMjpk, rq “
EpXkjXj
rq and characteristic functions pu, vq ÞÑ φjpu, vq “ EpeipuXj`vXjqq
(j “ 1, 2) for u, v P C and k, r ě 0 integers. Assume that
M1pk, rq “M2pk, rq `Opgpk, rqq
for all k, r ě 0 with some g : N2 Ñ R. Then for any fixed even integer N ě 1
and u P C, we have
φ1pu, uq “ φ2pu, uq `O
ˆ |u|N
N !
p|M1pN{2, N{2q| ` |M2pN{2, N{2q|q
˙
`O
˜ ÿ
năN
|u|n
n!
nÿ
a“0
ˆ
n
a
˙
|gpa, n ´ aq|
¸
.
In particular, if gpk, rq “ hpk ` rq for all k, r ě 0 for some h : N Ñ R, we
have
φ1pu, uq “ φ2pu, uq `O
ˆ |u|N
N !
p|M1pN{2, N{2q| ` |M2pN{2, N{2q|q
˙
`O
ˆ
max
năN
|hpnq|p1 ` |u|N q
˙
.
If X1, X2 are random variables in R, then a similar relation holds for φ1pu, 0q
and φ2pu, 0q with u P R.
Proof. It suffices to use the expansion eix “ řnăN inxnn! `O ´ |x|NN ! ¯ valid for
x P R. 
5.5. Bounding moments. In order to apply Lemma 5.1, we will need
bounds on the moments MprobpN,N ;Hq, provided by Proposition 2.18. Re-
call that by Proposition 3.3, we have
MprobpN,N ;Hq “ N !2
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kH“N
kiě0
ÿ
r1`¨¨¨`rH“N
riě0
Hź
i“1
EpZkii Zrii q
ki!ri!
.
Note that if all Zi were normal variables in C with mean 0 and covariance
matrix σ2 p 1 00 1 q (resp. σ2 p 1 00 0 q), then this would be equal to p2σ2qNN !HN
(resp. σ2N p2N ´ 1q!!HN ).
Proposition 5.2 (Non-self-dual case). If the conclusions of Proposition 2.18
hold, then in the non-self-dual case, MprobpN,N ;Hq ď pN `H ´ 1qNHN .
Proof. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
MprobpN,N ;Hq ď
¨
˚˝˚ ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kH“N
kiě0
N !?
k1! . . . kH !
˛
‹‹‚
2
ď HN pN `H ´ 1q!pH ´ 1q! ,
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since the number of weakH-compositions4 ofN is equal to
`
N`H´1
H´1
˘
. Finally,
we use that pN`H´1q!pH´1q! ď pN `H ´ 1qN . 
Remark 5.3. In Remarks 2.17 and 2.19, we explained that the reason for the
restriction on the range in Theorem 2.16 for the non-self-dual case came from
the fact that Xi may have infinitely many nonzero nondiagonal moments. If
(14) in Theorem 2.16 held for all distinct k, r ě 0, then we would get the
bound HN instead of HN pN`H´1qN . We will see later how this additional
exponential in H modifies the aforementioned range.
For Dirichlet characters, we can achieve the following better bound:
Proposition 5.4 (Non-self-dual case, Kummer sheaves). In the case of
Kummer sheaves, we have MprobpN,N ;Hq ď N !HN .
Proof. If Z is a random variable uniformly distributed in µdpCq, then
EpZkZrq “ 1
d
d´1ÿ
i“0
ζ
ipk´rq
d “ δk“r, so
MprobpN,N ;Hq ď N !
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kH“N
kiě0
N !
pk1! . . . kH !q2 ď N !H
N .

Remark 5.5. Actually, Lamzouri [Lam13] models Z as a random vector uni-
formly distributed on the unit circle S1. This is equivalent since the moments
are then
EpZkZrq “ 1
2π
ż 2π
0
eiθpk´rqdθ “ δk“r pk, r ě 0q.
Proposition 5.6 (Self-dual case). If the conclusions of Proposition 2.18
hold, then in the self-dual case,
MprobpN,N ;Hq ď p2N ´ 1q!!HN .
Proof. Since pk ´ 1q!! “ k!
2k{2pk{2q! for k ě 1 odd,
MprobpN,N ;Hq ď
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kH“2N
kiě0 even
p2Nq!
k1! . . . kH !
Hź
i“1
ki!
2ki{2pki{2q!
“ p2Nq!
N !2N
ÿ
m1`¨¨¨`mH“N
miě0
ˆ
N{2
m1 . . . mH
˙
“ p2N ´ 1q!!HN .

4Recall that a weak H-composition of an integer N is a tuple of nonnegative integers
pk1, . . . , kHq such that k1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kH “ N .
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5.6. Approximation of joint distribution functions through charac-
teristic functions. The following result appears in [Lam13], and follows
from a smooth approximation of the sign function (and thus of the charac-
teristic function of a rectangle in R2) by Selberg in [Sel92].
Proposition 5.7. Let X be a complex random variable with characteristic
function φXpu, vq “ E
`
eipuReX`v ImXq
˘ pu, v P Rq and A “ ra, bs ˆ rc, ds be
a rectangle in R2 – C. Then, for any real number t ą 0,
P pX P Aq “ 1
2
Re
ż t
0
ż t
0
Gpu{tqGpv{tq
´
φXp2πu,´2πvqfa,bpuqfc,dpvq
´φXp2πu, 2πvqfa,bpuqfc,dpvq
¯du
u
dv
v
`O
ˆ
1
t
ż t
0
p|φXp2πu, 0q| ` |φXp0, 2πuq|qdu
˙
where Gpuq “ 2u
π
` 2p1 ´ uq cotpπuq for u P r0, 1s and fα,βpuq “ pep´αuq ´
ep´βuqq{2 for u P C, α, β P R.
Proof. See [Lam13, Section 4]. 
Corollary 5.8. If X,Y are complex random variables such that there exists
a nonnegative continuous function g : R2 Ñ Rě0 with
φXp2πu, 2πvq “ φY p2πu, 2πvq `Opgp|u|, |v|qq
for all u, v P R, then we have
P pX P Aq “ P pY P Aq
`O
ˆż t
0
ż t
0
gpu, vqdudv ` 1
t
ż t
0
pgpu, 0q ` gp0, uqqdu
˙
`O
ˆ
1
t
ż t
0
p|φXp2πu, 0q| ` |φXp0, 2πuq|qdu
˙
.
5.7. Central limit theorem and sums of quasi-normal random vari-
ables.
Lemma 5.9. For H ě 1, let X1, . . . ,XH be independent identically dis-
tributed random variables and consider
SpHq “ X1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `XH?
H
.
Assume that for 0 ď k, r ď N , the moments Mpk, rq “ EpXk1X1rq of X1
correspond to the moments of a normal random variable in C with mean 0
and covariance matrix σ2 p 1 00 1 q, respectively
`
σ2 0
0 0
˘
. Then the characteristic
function φHpu, vq “ E
´
eipuSpHq`vSpHqq
¯
of SpHq satisfies
φHpu, uq “ e´2σ2|u|2
ˆ
1`O
ˆ |u|N
HpN´1q{2
˙˙
,
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when u P C with |u| ď H N´22N , respectively
φHpu, 0q “ e´
1
2
σ2u2
ˆ
1`O
ˆ |u|N
HpN´1q{2
˙˙
when u P R with |u| ď H N´22N .
Proof. By independence of the Xi, we have φHpu, vq “ φ
´
u?
H
, v?
H
¯H
where
φpu, vq “ E
´
eipuX1`vX1q
¯
is the characteristic function of X1. Then
φHpu, uq “
ˆ
e´2σ
2|u|2{H `O
ˆ |u|N
HpN`1q{2
˙˙H
“ e´2σ2|u|2
ˆ
1`O
ˆ |u|N
HpN´1q{2
˙˙
in the first case, since pea ` Opa2qqH “ eaHp1 ` Opa2Hqq if a2H ď 1. The
second case is similar. 
5.8. Normal approximation. Below, we give a particular case of the gen-
eralization of the Berry-Esseen Theorem in higher dimensions appearing in
[BRR86].
Proposition 5.10. Let X1, . . . ,XH be independent and identically distributed
random vectors in R2, satisfying
EpX1q “ 0, and Ep||X1||4q ă 8,
and let SpHq “ X1`¨¨¨`XH?
H
. Then for any A Ă R2 Borel-measurable,
P pSpHq P Aq “ P pN P Aq `OpµpAqH´1{2q,
where N is a normal random vector in R2 with mean 0 and covariance
CovpX1q.
Proof. This follows from [BRR86, Theorem 13.2] taking d “ 2 and f “ 1A.
Note that, under the notations of the latter,
δH ! H logH
eCH
and ω˚f p27{2π´1{324{3ρ3H´1{2 : Φq !
µpAq?
H
for some absolute constant C ą 0. Thus, for Φ the density function of N ,ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
A
dpSpHq ´ Φq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ! ωf pR2q
ˆ
1?
H
` logH
H
` 1
H
?
logH
` 1
eCH
?
H logH
˙
`ω˚f p27{2π´1{324{3ρ3N´1{2 : Φq
! µpAqH´1{2.

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5.9. Proof of Theorem 2.16. Combining the above results, we can finally
prove Theorem 2.16, conditionally on Proposition 2.18. Let us consider the
characteristic functions
φq,Ipu, vq “ E
ˆ
eipuS˜ptq ,I`xq`vS˜ptq ,I`xqq
˙
pu, v P Cq
of the normalized complex-valued random variable pS˜ptq, I ` xqqxPFq and
φHpu, vq “ E
´
eipuSpHq`vSpHqq
¯
pu, v P Cq
of the random model
SpHq “ X1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `XH?
H
,
where H “ |I|. Recall that by (19), we have for all integers k, r ě 0
M˜qpk, r; Iq “ M˜probpk, r;Hq `O
´
c3pk`rqq´1{2H
k`r
2
¯
.
Let us fix 0 ă ε ă 1{2 and let
N “ 2M ď ε log q
logpc6Hq (21)
be an even integer, so that in particular c6Mq´1{2HM ď q´1{2`ε and
M˜qpM,M ; Iq “ M˜probpM,M ;Hq `Opq´1{2`εq.
By Lemma 5.1, we find the following relation between the characteristic
functions:
φq,Ipu, uq “ φHpu, uq
`O
ˆ„ |u|N
N !
p|M˜probpM,M ;Hq|q ` q´1{2`εp1` |u|N q
˙
.
Let t “ Mα{p2πq for some α ą 0 to be determined later. We apply
Corollary 5.8 after making a change of variable with (20) to consider char-
acteristic functions arising from pu, vq ÞÑ uReX ` v ImX pu, v P Rq instead
of pu, vq ÞÑ uX ` vX pu, v P Cq. For all u, v P R, we then have by Hölder’s
inequality
P pS˜ptq, I ` xq P Aq “ P pSpHq P Aq
`O
ˆ
1
t
ż t
0
p|φHpπu, πuq| ` |φHpiπu,´iπuq|qdu
˙
`O
ˆż t
0
ż t
0
gpu, vqdudv
˙
`O
ˆ
1
t
ż t
0
pgpu, 0q ` gp0, uqqdu
˙
(22)
where
gpx, yq “ p2πqN
„
xN ` yN
N !
|M˜probpM,M ;Hq| ` q´1{2`εp1` xN ` yN q

.
Let us bound the three error terms in (22) one after another:
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(1) For the first one, note that
1
t
ż t
0
|φHp2πu, 2πuq|du ď 1
t
ż
R
|φHp2πu, 2πuq|du.
Using Lemma 5.9 and the assumptions on the moments, we have
φHpu, uq “ e´u2{2
ˆ
1`O
ˆ |u|R
HpR´1q{2
˙˙
for |u| ď H R´12R . Since şR e´u2{2 ă 8, the error term becomes Op1{tq “
O pM´αq under the condition
2πt ď H R´12R , i.e. M ď H R´12Rα . (23)
(2) The second term
şt
0
şt
0
gpu, vqdudv is bounded (up to a constant) by
M˜probpM,M ;Hq
p2Mq!
p2πtq2M`2
M
`q´1{2`ε
ˆ
p2πtq2 ` p2πtq
2M`1
M
˙
. (24)
By Propositions 5.2 (non-self-dual case), 5.4 (Kummer case) and 5.6
(self-dual case),
M˜probpM,M ;Hq ď
$’&
’%
pM `H ´ 1qM non-self-dual case
M ! Kummer case
p2M ´ 1q!! self-dual case.
By Stirling’s approximation, the first summand of (24) is bounded (up
to a constant) by:
– In the Kummer case: MMp2α´1q`2α´1.
– In the self-dual case: M
2α´ 3
2
`M
´
2α´1` logpe{2q
logM
¯
.
– In the non-self-dual case:
M2α´
3
2
ˆ
e4
4
`
M2α´1 `HM2α´2 ´M2α´2˘˙M !M2α´ 32 (25)
if α ă 1{2 and under the additional condition M " H 12´2α . With
(21), this imposes the more restrictive range
H “ o
´
plog qq 2´2α1`εp2´2αq
¯
and the condition
1
2´ 2α ď
R´ 1
2Rα
, i.e. α ď R´ 1
2R´ 1 (26)
because of (23).
By (23), the second summand of (24) isO
`
q´1{2`2ε
˘
if logH{ log q ď ε
since
p2πtq2 ď H R´1R “ q logHlog q R´1R and
p2πtq2M`1 ď H3M R´12R ď q 3pR´1q4R ε.
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(3) Under the same conditions, the last error term 1
t
şt
0
pgpu, 0q ` gp0, uqqdu
of (22) is bounded by the first one.
Hence, the error term in (22) is:
– In the self-dual and Kummer cases
O
ˆ
M´α `M2α´1`M
´
2α´1` logpe{2q
logM
¯
` q´ 12`2ε
˙
.
We optimize by taking α “ M
´
1´ logpe{2q
logM
¯
`1
2M`3 , which leads to an error
term of O
`
M´1{2`ε ` q´1{2`2ε˘.
– In the non-self-dual case, O
`
M´α ` q´1{2`2ε˘ (since 2α´ 3{2 ď ´α
when α ď 1{2). By (26), we optimize by taking α “ R´1
2R´1 and we
obtain the error term O
´
M
´ R´1
2R´1 ` q´1{2`2ε
¯
for the range
H “ o
´
plog qq 2Rp2R´1qp1`2εq
¯
.
Finally, after letting
M “
R
min
ˆ
H
R´1
2Rα ,
ε
2
log q
logpc6Hq
˙V
Ñ `8,
we can apply Proposition 5.10 to SpHq, and combining with (22) gives The-
orem 2.16.
6. Traces of random matrices in classical groups
In this section, we prove Proposition 2.18, which will conclude the proof
of Theorem 2.16. In comparison to earlier works, recall that it is important
for us to obtain bounds on moments of high order with respect to the rank.
6.1. Special linear case.
Proposition 6.1. Let N ě 2 and let X “ tr θ, where θ is a random variable
uniformly distributed in SUN pCq with respect to the Haar measure. For k, r ě
0 integers, let us consider the moment Mpk, rq “ EpXkXrq. Then:
(1) We have
Mpk, rq “ δN |k´r
ÿ
λ$k
lpλqďN, λNě´a
dimSλ dimSλ`paN q
where a “ pk ´ rq{N and Sλ, respectively Sλ`a, is the Specht Sk-
module (resp. Sr-module) associated to the partition λ, respectively
λ` paN q “ λ` pa, . . . , aq.
(2) Mpk, rq ď ?k!r!.
(3) Mpk, kq “ k! if k ď N .
(4) Mpk, rq “ 0 if k, r ă N and k ‰ r.
Proof. We use the same technique as in [DS94], but we also need to handle
the case k, r ě N .
Let Std be the standard representation of SUN pCq in GLN pCq. Recall
that the irreducible representations of SLN pCq (and hence of its maximal
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compact subgroup SUN pCq) are the Schur-Weyl modules SλpStdq indexed by
partitions λ of length lpλq ď N (see [FH91, 15.3]). Moreover, the character
of SλpStdq is given by the Schur polynomial sλ evaluated on the eigenvalues
(see [Mac95, I.3] or [FH91, 6.1]). For λ “ pλ1, . . . , λlq, recall the power
symmetric polynomials
pλ “ pλ1 . . . pλl where pm “ xm1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xmN for any m P N.
By the representation theory of the symmetric group and the theory of
symmetric polynomials (see [Mac95, I.7.8]), we have the decomposition of
pλ into the basis of Schur polynomials: for any partition λ of length ď k,
pλ “
ÿ
µ$k
χµpλqsµ,
where χµpλq is the character of the irreducible Specht Sk-module Sµ cor-
responding to λ, evaluated on the conjugacy class corresponding to λ. In
particular,
px1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xN qk “
ÿ
µ$k
lpµqďN
dimSµsµpx1, . . . , xN q.
Since px1`¨ ¨ ¨`xN qk (resp. sµpx1, . . . , xN q) is the character of Stdbk (resp.
of the irreducible representation SµpStdq) evaluated at a matrix whose eigen-
values are x1, . . . , xN , we get by orthogonality that Mpk, rq is equal toż
SUN pCq
trpgqktrpgqrdg “
ÿ
µ1$k
lpµ1qďN
ÿ
µ2$r
lpµ2qďN
dimSµ1 dimSµ2δSµ1 pStdq–Sµ2 pStdq.
(27)
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields
Mpk, rq2 ď
ÿ
µ1$k
lpµ1qďN
pdimSµ1q2
ÿ
µ2$r
lpµ2qďN
pdimSµ2q2 ď k!r! (28)
since the Specht modules Sµ (µ $ k) give the irreducible representations of
the symmetric group Sk (see [Mac95, I.7]). Hence we obtain (2).
Next, note that Sµ1pStdq – Sµ2pStdq if and only if µ2 “ µ1 ` paN q for
some a P Z (see [FH91, p. 223]). If the latter holds, we have N | k ´ r,
a “ pk ´ rq{N , lpµ1q ď N and pµ1qN ě ´a. Thus (27) becomes
Mpk, rq “
ÿ
λ$k
lpλqďN, λNě´a
dimSλ dimSλ`paN q
if N | k ´ r and 0 otherwise. This gives (1).
Let us now assume that k ď N . We then automatically have lpλq ď k ď N
for every partition λ of k. If moreover k “ r, then a “ 0 and
Mpk, kq “
ÿ
λ$k
pdimSλq2 “ k!,
which is (3). Finally, if 0 ď k, r ă N are distinct, then N ∤ k ´ r and
Mpk, rq “ 0, which is (4). 
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Remark 6.2. (see also Remarks 2.17 and 2.19). The second bound we have
given in (28) is not asymptotically tight for k ‰ r. However, replacing it by a
better asymptotic would not improve the results (or in particular recover the
range logH “ oplog qq in the non-self-dual case of Theorem 2.16). Indeed,
Regev [Reg81, Corollary 4.4] used the hook-length formula to show that as
k Ñ8, we have ÿ
λ$k
lpλqďN
pdimSλq2 „ CpNq N
2k
kpN2´1q{2
,
where CpNq “ NN2{2 p2πqp1´Nq{2 2p1´N2q{2śN´1n“1 n!. The bound (25) be-
comes
pp1` εqCpR` 1qqH M2α´ 32 `HM2α´2pR` 1q2˘M
for any ε ą 0, for which we still need the restricted range M ą H 12´2α .
6.2. Symplectic case.
Proposition 6.3. Let N ě 1 and X “ tr θ, where θ is a random variable
uniformly distributed in USp2N pCq “ Sp2N pCq X U2N pCq with respect to the
Haar measure. For k ě 0 an integer, let us consider the moment Mpkq “
EpXkq. Then
(1) Mpkq “ 0 if k is odd.
(2) Mpkq ď pk ´ 1q!! if k is even, with equality if k ď N .
Proof. Let Std be the standard representation of Sp2N pCq. As in the simple
linear case, recall that the irreducible representations of Sp2N pCq (and hence
of USp2N pCq) are given by the Weyl modules SxµypStdq indexed by partitions
µ with lpµq ď N ([FH91, 17.3]). By Peter-Weyl, Mpkq “ mult1pStdbkq. By
[Sun86, Theorem 6.15], we have the decomposition
Stdbk “ à
µ
lpµqďN
fkµpNqSxµypStdq,
where fkµpNq is the number of sequences of partitions p∅ “ µ0, . . . , µk “ µq
such that
(a) two consecutive partitions differ by exactly one box in their Young
diagrams, and
(b) lpµiq ď N for all i.
Hence, Mpkq “ fk0 pNq, so that (1) is clear. By [Sun86, Lemma 8.3], when
k is even, the number fkµ of sequences of partitions p∅ “ µ0, . . . , µk “ µq
verifying (a) satisfies fk0 “ pk ´ 1q!!, whence (2) since f2k0 pNq ď f2k0 , with
equality if k ď N since then lpµiq ď i ď k. 
Remark 6.4. When k ď N , this is proven in [DS94, Theorem 6] by using
the analogue for Sp of the Schur-Weyl duality, through the Brauer algebra
Df p´2Nq, following results of Wenzl and Ram (see in particular [Ram95,
Theorem 4.4 (c), Corollary 4.5 (c)]). However, this cannot be exploited when
k ą N since Df p´2Nq is not semisimple in that case.
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6.3. Special orthogonal case.
Proposition 6.5. Let N ě 2 and X “ tr θ, where θ is a random variable
uniformly distributed in SON pRq with respect to the Haar measure. Let us
consider the moment Mpkq “ EpXkq for k ě 0 an integer. Then:
(1) Mpkq “ 0 if k is odd.
(2) Mpkq ď pk ´ 1q!! if k is even, with equality if k ď tN{2u.
Proof. This is similar to the symplectic case. Let Std be the standard rep-
resentation of SON pRq.
(1) (Case N “ 2N 1 ` 1 odd). By [Sun90, Theorem 4.2], we have the
decomposition
Stdbk “ à
µ
lpµqďN 1
F kµ pN 1qSrµspStdq,
where SrµspStdq is the irreducible representation of SO2N 1`1pRq as-
sociated to the partition µ (obtained from the Weyl module, see
[FH91, 19.5]) and F kµ pN 1q is the number of sequences of partitions
p∅ “ µ0, . . . , µk “ µq such that
(a) two consecutive partitions either differ by exactly one box in
their Young diagrams, or are equal of length N 1, and
(b) lpµiq ď N 1 for all i.
Hence, Mpkq “ F k0 pN 1q. Clearly, F k0 pN 1q ď fk0 pN 1q ď fk0 with equal-
ity if k ď N 1, where fk0 pN 1q and fk0 are as in the proof of Proposition
6.3. The result follows then from the latter.
(2) (Case N “ 2N 1 even). By [Pro90, Corollary 4], we have for SO2N 1pRq
the decomposition
Stdbk “ à
µ
lpµqďN 1
GkµpN 1qSrµspStdq,
whereGkµpN 1q is the number of sequences of partitions p∅ “ µ0, . . . , µk “
µq such that:
(a) two consecutive partitions differ by exactly one box in their
Young diagrams, and
(b) for every 0 ď i ď k, the sum of the length of the first two
columns in the Young diagram of µi is ď N 1.
Thus, we have again GkµpN 1q ď fk0 pN 1q ď fk0 with equality if k ď N 1,
since the Young diagram of µi contains at most i ď k boxes.

Remark 6.6. As for the symplectic case (see Remark 6.4), this is proved when
k ď N in [DS94, Theorem 4], by using [Ram95, Theorem 4.4 (b), Corollary
4.5 (b)], but again this method cannot be applied when k ą N .
The idea of Sundaram in [Sun86] and [Sun90] is to define tableaux gener-
alizing the Robinson-Schensted-Knuth correspondence and to prove a gen-
eralized insertion scheme. The symplectic case actually goes back to Berele,
and the odd-dimensional orthogonal case is an extension of the latter. For
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orthogonal groups, there are also generalized tableaux by King-Welsh, Koike-
Terada and Fulmek-Krattenhalter, but these do not have at first an easy
combinatorial description.
7. Examples: coherent families
In this final section, we give examples of coherent families arising from the
examples of Section 1.3.1, so that Theorems 2.14 and 2.16 apply.
The construction of the sheaves and the computation of their monodromy
groups come from Katz’s works [Kat88, KS91]. It usually remains to argue
that the conductor is bounded independently from q, show the independence
of shifts and to show that the arithmetic and geometric monodromy groups
coincide (eventually up to twisting, see Section 2.5). We start by two tech-
nical sections with tools to do so, before treating the examples successively.
7.1. Independence of shifts. Showing that a geometric isomorphism of
the form (8) does not exist can usually be done by looking at the ramification
on both sides.
Lemma 7.1. Let F be a nontrivial ℓ-adic sheaf over Fq and let a P GmpFqq
such that there exists a geometric isomorphism of the form (8). Then
(1) SingpFq∆pSingpFq´aq Ă SingpLq Ă SingpFqYpSingpFq´aq, where
∆ denotes the symmetric difference.
(2) If SingpFq XA1pFqq ‰ ∅, A1pFqq, there exists x P SingpFq XA1pFqq
such that FIx “ 0.
(3) If SingpFq ‰ ∅, t8u, the sheaf L is not geometrically trivial.
(4) If L is not geometrically trivial,
|SingpLq| `
ÿ
xPSingpLq
SwanxpLq ě 2. (29)
(5) If F has unique break t P Rě0 at x P P1pFqq, then the break decom-
position of F b L at x is
F b L “
$’&
’%
pF b LqpSwan8pLqq : t ă Swan8pLq
pF b Lqptq : t ą Swan8pLqř
zďtpF b Lqpzq : t “ Swan8pLq.
(30)
(6) If F has unique break t P Rě0 at 8, then Swan8pLq ď t. If t is not
an integer, then Swan8pLq ď ttu.
Proof. (1) This is clear.
(2) If x P SingpLq ´ SingpFq, then
FIx`a – pr`as˚FqIx – pF b LqIx “ F b LIx “ 0.
In particular, by (1), if y P SingpFq but y ´ a R SingpFq, then
FIy “ 0. If x P SingpFq X A1pFqq and A1pFqq Ć SingpFq, there
exists an integer m ě 1 such that y “ x ´ pm ´ 1qa P SingpFq but
x´ma R SingpFq, whence the conclusion.
(3) By (1), L is not lisse under the assumptions.
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(4) The Euler-Poincaré formula of Grothendieck-Ogg-Safarevich gives
that the left-hand side of (29) is equal to
2` dimH1c pUL ˆ Fq,Lq ě 2
if L is nontrivial.
(5) This follows from [Kat88, Lemma 1.3].
(6) By (30), we have
Swan8pF b Lq “
#
rankpFqSwan8pLq : t ă Swan8pLq
rankpFqt : t ą Swan8pLq.
On the other hand, by (8),
Swan8pF b Lq “ Swan8pr`as˚Fq “ Swan8pFq “ t rankpFq,
which implies that the case t ă Swan8pLq cannot hold. The last
statement follows from the fact that the Swan conductor is an integer.

The following classification result will also be useful:
Lemma 7.2. Let F be a geometrically irreducible ℓ-adic sheaf over Fq.
(1) If SingpFq “ ∅, then F is geometrically trivial.
(2) If |SingpFq| “ 1 and F is tamely ramified, then F is geometrically
trivial.
(3) If SingpFq “ tx, yu for x, y P P1pFqq distinct and F is tamely rami-
fied, then there exists a multiplicative character χ : Fqˆ Ñ Cˆ and a
geometric isomorphism
F – LχppX´yq{pX´yqq.
(4) If SingpFq “ txu and SwanxpFq ď 1, there exists an additive char-
acter ψ : Fq Ñ Cˆ and a geometric isomorphism
F –
#
Lψ : x “ 8
Lψp1{pX´xqq : x ‰ 8.
Proof. See [FKM14a, Proposition 4.4.6]. 
7.1.1. Arguments with unipotent blocks.
Lemma 7.3. Let G an ℓ-adic sheaf over Fq such that SingpGq X A1pFqq ‰
∅, A1pFqq. For every s P SingpGq X A1pFqq, we consider the tame part of
the break decomposition of G at s,
Gpsqtame “à
χ
`
Unip.bLχpX`sq
˘
, (31)
and we assume that either the trivial multiplicative character χ “ 1 appears,
or that at least two distinct characters χ1, χ2 appear. Then there is no iso-
morphism of the form (8) with a ‰ 0.
Proof. Let us assume that there is an isomorphism of the form (8) for G
with a ‰ 0. If the break decomposition of G at some s P SingpGq X A1pFqq
does not contain a summand Unip.bLχpX`sq with χ trivial, we replace G
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by G b Lχ1pX`sq, where χ1 is a character appearing in (31). This new sheaf
still satisfies the same hypotheses as G, with the same a in (8) (but with a
different L), and with a unipotent block in the break decomposition at s.
Recursively, we can hence assume that the tame part of G at any s P
SingpGq X A1pFqq contains a unipotent block.
By Lemma 7.1 (2), there exists s P SingpGq XA1pFqq such that GIs “ 0, a
contradiction. 
Lemma 7.4. Let ψ : Fq Ñ Cˆ be a nontrivial additive character and let
G “ FTψpFq be the ℓ-adic Fourier transform of a Fourier sheaf F over Fq,
with rankpFq ă q´1. For all s P A1pFqq, we consider the break decomposition
of F psq “ F b LψpsXq at 8:
F psq “ à
tPRě0
F psqptq “ F psq,tameàF psq,wild
“
˜à
χ
`
Unippχ, sq b LχpX`sq
˘¸à˜à
tą0
F psqptq
¸
. (32)
We assume that:
– The decomposition (32) at s “ 0 contains at least one break t P r0, 1s.
– For all s P A1pFqq such that the decomposition (32) contains a break
t P r0, 1q, either the trivial multiplicative character appears in the
tame part, or the latter contains at least two distinct characters.
Then there is no isomorphism of the form (8) for G with a ‰ 0.
Proof. By [Kat88, Corollary 8.5.8] (see also [Kat90, Corollary 7.4.5]), the first
assumption and the condition on the rank of F imply that SingpGqXA1pFqq ‰
∅, A1pFqq. Moreover, s P SingpGq XA1pFqq if and only if the decomposition
(32) contains a break t P r0, 1q. By [Kat90, 7.4.4(3)], the tame part of the
break decomposition of G at s is in this caseà
χ
`
Unippχ, sq b LχpX`sq
˘
(with the same unipotent blocks). It suffices to apply Lemma 7.3 to conclude.

7.2. Equality of arithmetic and geometric monodromy groups. In
[Kat90], often only the geometric monodromy group Ggeom “ GgeompFq of
an ℓ-adic sheaf F over Fq, or its connected component
G0geom ď Ggeom ď Garith “ GarithpFq,
are directly given. As is explained in [Kat90, 7.11–7.14] and [Mic98], it is
usually possible to get
G0geom “ Ggeom “ Garith,
up to twisting F by a rank 1 sheaf, or even, ideally, a constant:
– (Symplectic case) This is the simplest case. Proving that G0geom “
SpnpCq with the techniques in [Kat90, Chapter 7] actually shows that
the sheaf is itself symplectically self-dual (see [Kat90, 7.13, p. 244]),
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as for Kloosterman sheaves (see [Kat88, 4.1.11]). Hence Garith Ă
SpnpCq and thus Ggeom “ Garith “ SpnpCq.
– (Special orthogonal case) Similarly, proving thatG0geom “ SOnpCq (or
OnpCq) with the techniques of [Kat90, Chapter 7] actually shows that
Garith Ă OnpCq (see [Kat90, 7.14, O-Example(2)]). Hence, there ex-
ists α P t˘1u such that F 1 “ α1{nbF has GgeompF 1q “ GarithpF 1q “
SOnpCq.
– (Special linear case) This is the hardest case. Assume that G0geom “
G
0,der
geom “ SLnpCq. We can determine the geometric determinant
detpFq and twist it by a rank one sheaf L to make it geometrically
trivial, hence arithmetically isomorphic to α b Qℓ, for a Weil num-
ber α of weight 0 (which may be difficult to determine explicitly).
If we let F 1 “ α´1{n b L b F , we have GarithpF 1q Ă SLnpCq and
SLnpCq “ G0geom Ă G0geompF 1q since G0geom is equal to its derived
subgroup and L has rank one. This gives
GgeompF 1q “ GarithpF 1q “ SLnpCq.
Moreover, it happens in some cases that L is arithmetically constant,
so that F 1 “ α´1{n b F is simply a renormalization of F .
7.3. Kummer sheaves: multiplicative characters.
Proposition 7.5. A family pFqq of Kummer sheaves Lχpfq, where degpfq
is bounded independently from q and f has no zero or pole of order divisible
by ordpχq, is coherent.
Proof. For the construction of the Kummer sheaf, see [Del77, Exposé 6,
Section 1] or [Kat88, Section 4.3]. We have condpLχpfqq “ 1 ` degpf1q `
degpf2q where f “ f1{f2 with f1, f2 P FqrXs, pf1, f2q “ 1. 
7.4. Kloosterman sheaves.
Theorem 7.6 (Deligne, Katz). For n ě 2 an integer, there exists a Kloost-
erman ℓ-adic sheaf Kln over Fq, of rank n, with trace function equal to the
Kloosterman sum (3). The family pKln,qqq odd is coherent, with monodromy
group equal to #
SLnpCq : n odd
SpnpCq : n even.
Proof. For the construction and computation of monodromy groups, see
[Kat88]. We have condpKlnq “ n ` 3. Finally, the independence of shifts
follows from Lemma 7.4, which can be applied thanks to [Kat88, 7.4.1]. 
7.5. Hypergeometric sheaves.
Proposition 7.7 (Katz). Let n ě m ě 0 be integers with r “ m ` n ě 1,
χq “ pχi,qq1ďiďn, ρq “ pρj,qq1ďjďm tuples of pairwise distinct characters of
Fqˆ . There exists a hypergeometric sheaf Hpχq,ρqq over Fq of rank n, with
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trace function equal to the hypergeometric sum Hyppχq,ρqq : Fq Ñ C defined
by
t ÞÑ p´1q
r´1
qpr´1q{2
ÿ
xPFnq ,yPFmq
Npxq“tNpyq
˜
nź
i“1
χi,qpxiq
mź
j“1
ρj,qpyjq
¸
e
ˆ
trpT pxq ´ T pyqq
p
˙
,
where N : Fnq Ñ Fq is the norm (product of components) and T : Fnq Ñ Fq
the trace (sum of components). We assume that Λq “
ś
i χi,q “ 1 and either:
(1) n “ m is odd and Γq “
ś
j ρj,q “ 1 is constant, or
(2) n´m ě 3 is odd.
Then the family pHpχq,ρqqqq is coherent with monodromy group SLnpCq.
Proof. The construction can be found in [Kat90, Theorem 8.4.2]. We find
that condpHpχ,ρqq “ n` 3.
The connected component at the identity G0geom is computed in [Kat90,
Theorems 8.11.2, 8.11.3], and can be SLnpCq, SpnpCq, SOnpCq, plus some
exceptional cases in low rank. Moreover, G0geom “ G0,dergeom. The distinction
between the possible cases is not straightforward (see [Kat90, p. 291]), but
G0geom “ G0,dergeom “ SLnpCq if either
(1) n “ m is odd, Λq “ 1 or
(2) n´m ě 3 is odd.
To make the arithmetic and geometric monodromy group coincide, we use the
strategy of Section 7.2. By the computation of the arithmetic determinant
in [Kat90, 8.12], there is an explicit Weil number α “ αpχ,ρq P Qℓ of weight
0 such that detHpχ,ρq – αb L with
L “
$’&
’%
LΛ b rx ÞÑ 1´ xs˚LΓ{Λ if n “ m,
Lψ b LΛ if n´m “ 1,
LΛ if n´m ě 2.
Under the assumptions of the proposition, L is arithmetically trivial and
α “ 1.
The break decomposition of the hypergeometric sheaf is determined recur-
sively in [Kat90, Theorem 8.4.2(6)], and the independence of shifts is then a
consequence of Lemma 7.4. 
Example 7.8. Thus, families of hypergeometric sums of the form
p´1qr´1
qpr´1q{2
ÿ
xPFnq ,yPFnq
Npxq“tNpyq
˜
n´1ź
i“1
χipxix´1n qρipyiy´1n q
¸
e
ˆ
trpT pxq ´ T pyqq
p
˙
pt P Fqq
with n odd or
p´1qr´1
qpr´1q{2
ÿ
xPFnq ,yPFmq
Npxq“tNpyq
˜
nź
i“1
χipxix´1n q
mź
j“1
ρjpyjq
¸
e
ˆ
trpT pxq ´ T pyqq
p
˙
pt P Fqq
with n´m ě 3 odd, are coherent.
For m “ 0 and χ “ p1q1ďiďn, we recover the Kloosterman sheaf Kln.
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7.6. General exponential sums of the form (4).
Proposition 7.9. Let f, g, h P QpXq. If q is large enough to consider
f, g, h P FqpXq and g (resp. h) has no pole or zero (resp. no pole) of
order divisible by p, we consider the sheaves
F1 “ Lψphq b Lχpgq, F2 “ f˚F1,
for ψ : Fq Ñ C (resp. χ : Fqˆ Ñ C) an additive (resp. multiplicative) char-
acter. If F2 is a Fourier sheaf, then there exists a sheaf G “ FTψpF2q (the
ℓ-adic Fourier transform of F2) with trace function given by (4). Moreover,
condpGq is bounded above independently from q.
Proof. The construction of the ℓ-adic Fourier transform can be found in
[Kat88, Chapters 5, 8]. The uniform bound on the conductor follows from the
general bound on conductors of Fourier transforms [FKM15a, Proposition
8.2], obtained from Laumon’s analysis of the ramification of ℓ-adic Fourier
transforms [Kat90, 7.3–7.5]. 
We can distinguish the following cases:
(i) h “ 0 and χ “ 1, so that F1 is the trivial sheaf. These are sums
of the form (6), studied in [Kat90, 7.10] and by Fouvry-Michel in
[Mic98], [FM02] and [FM03].
(ii) F1 is nontrivial and f “ X. More particularly, we consider the case
χ “ 1 and h a polynomial of degree n ě 2, which includes Birch
sums (5). These are studied in [Kat90, 7.12] and [Kat87].
(iii) F1 is nontrivial and f ‰ X. More particularly, we will consider the
case studied in [Kat90, 7.7, 7.13, 7.14] where h is odd with a pole
of order ě 1 at 8, f ‰ 0 is an odd polynomial, and there exists an
even or odd rational function L with gpxqgp´xq “ Lpxqordpχq.
7.6.1. Independence of shifts. The following criterion generalizes the argu-
ment of [FKM15b] for Birch sums to sheaves of the general form of Proposi-
tion 7.9 and allows to reduce to the case of L being an Artin-Schreier sheaf
in a geometric isomorphism of the form (8).
Lemma 7.10. In the setting of Proposition 7.9, let us assume that F2 is a
Fourier sheaf, f a polynomial of degree d ě 1, n “ Swan8pF1q ą d, and
pn, dq “ pd, pq “ 1. If there is a geometric isomorphism of the form (8) with
a ‰ 0 for G “ FTψpF2q, then
Swan8pLq P
"
0, 1, . . . ,
Z
n
n´ d
^*
.
If n ą 2d, there exists an additive character ψ1 : Fq Ñ Cˆ such that L – Lψ1 .
Proof. By [Kat90, 7.7], F2 has unique break n{d at 8, thus
Swan8pF2q “ pn{dq rankpF2q “ n.
Moreover, G is lisse on A1. By Lemma 7.1 (1), SingpLq Ă t8u. We may
assume that L is not geometrically trivial, the conclusions being clear other-
wise. By Lemma 7.1 (4), it follows that SingpLq “ t8u and Swan8pLq ě 1.
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By [Kat90, 7.4.1(1)], G has unique break n
n´d at 8, with multiplicity
n´ d
n
Swan8pF2q “ n´ d.
The break n
n´d is not an integer since we assume that pn, dq “ 1, and the
first conclusion follows from Lemma 7.1 (6). For the second one, note that
n
n´d ă 2 if n ą 2d and use Lemma 7.2 (4). 
The next lemma consequently considers isomorphisms of the form (8)
when L is an Artin-Schreier sheaf.
Lemma 7.11. In the setting of Proposition 7.9, let us assume that F2 is a
Fourier sheaf and that there is an isomorphism of the form (8) for G with
a P Fqˆ and L “ Lψ1 for some additive character ψ1 : Fq Ñ Cˆ. Then
(1) SingpF2q “ t8u or A1pFqq Ă SingpF2q.
(2) If f “ X, then either χ ‰ 1 and g is constant, or χ “ 1 and h is a
polynomial of degree at most 2.
Remark 7.12. Since we consider families of sheaves whose conductors are
bounded uniformly from q, the condition A1pFqq Ă SingpF2q is clearly ex-
ceptional.
Proof. Let b P Fq such that ψ1pxq “ ψpbxq (x P Fq) and let us assume that
we have a geometric isomorphism
r`as˚G – G b LψpbXq
with a P Fqˆ . Taking Fourier transform on both sides of the isomorphism
and using that
r`as˚ FTψpFq – FTψpF b LψpaXqq
FTψpFTψpFq b LψpbXqq – rx ÞÑ ´b´ xs˚F
for any Fourier sheaf F , we get a geometric isomorphism
F2 b LψpaXq – r`p´bqs˚F2. (33)
Then:
– If b “ 0, taking determinants shows that a “ 0.
– Since the Artin-Schreier sheaf is ramified at most at 8, we have
SingpF2q X A1pFqq “ pSingpF2q X A1pFqqq ` b. If b ‰ 0, this yields
SingpF2q “ ∅, t8u, or A1pFqq Ă SingpF2q
because for any y P Fq, b P Fqˆ , the map Fq Ñ Fq, x ÞÑ y ` xb, is a
bijection. By Lemma 7.2, SingpF2q ‰ ∅ because we assume that F2
is geometrically irreducible and not geometrically trivial.
If f “ X and b ‰ 0, the geometric isomorphism (33) becomes
LψphpXq´hpX´bq`aXq – LχpgpX´bq{gpXqq.
Since the Kummer sheaf is tame while the Artin-Schreier sheaf is not, we
must have χ “ 1 or x ÞÑ gpx´ bq{gpxq constant on Fq. If χ “ 1, then
x ÞÑ hpxq ´ hpx´ bq ` ax is constant on Fq,
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i.e. hpxq “ ´ab´1x2{2 ` ax{2 ` constant. On the other hand, if x ÞÑ
gpx´ bq{gpxq is constant, then g is constant.
The case with a geometric isomorphism r`as˚G – DpGqbLψpbXq is similar.

7.6.2. Sums of the form (6).
Proposition 7.13. Let f P QpXq and let Zf 1 be the set of zeros of f 1 in C.
We assume that either
– pHq: kf “ |Zf 1 | is even, β “
ř
zPZf 1 fpzq “ 0, and if s1´s2 “ s3´s4
with si P fpZf 1q, then s1 “ s3, s2 “ s4 or s1 “ s2, s3 “ s4.
– pH 1q: f is odd, and if s1 ´ s2 “ s3 ´ s4 with si P fpZf 1q, then
s1 “ s3, s2 “ s4 or s1 “ s2, s3 “ s4 or s1 “ ´s4, s2 “ ´s3.
For q large enough, there exists an ℓ-adic sheaf Gf,q over Fq with trace func-
tion
x ÞÑ ´1?
q
ÿ
yPFq
e
ˆ
trpxfpyqq
p
˙
px P Fqq.
Moreover, there exist Weil numbers αq P Qℓ of weight 0 such that the family
of ℓ-adic sheaves pαq b Gf,qqq is coherent, with monodromy group SLkf pCq if
pHq holds, and Spkf if pH 1q holds (in which case αq “ 1).
Proof. The construction of Gf,q is done in [Kat90, Theorem 7.9.4, Lemmas
7.10.2.1, 7.10.2.3] and the computation of monodromy groups in [Kat90,
7.9.6, 7.9.7, 7.10].
By Section 7.2, we get Ggeom “ Garith “ Spkf pCq in the pH 1q case. In
the pHq case, we use the determination (geometrically) of the determinant
of Gf,q from [Kat90, 7.10.4]: there is a geometric isomorphism
detpGf,qq – Lψp´βXq b Lχ,
where χ “ χkf2 for χ2 the character of order 2 of F
ˆ
q and β is viewed in Fq.
Under pHq or pH 1q, this sheaf is geometrically trivial, and it suffices to apply
[FKM14a, Proposition 3.2.3].
It remains to show the independence of shifts. We consider the case of a
geometric isomorphism
r`as˚Gf,q – Gf,q b L (34)
for L a rank 1 sheaf and a P Fq, the argument with DpGf,qq being similar.
We adapt the multiplicative case treated in the proof of [Mic98, Théorème
2.3]. By Lemma 7.1 (1), since Gf,q is lisse on Gm, we must have SingpLq “
t0,´a,8u or t0,´au. Moreover, by [Kat90, 7.5.4(5)], the ramification of L
at 0 and ´a is tame. By [Kat90, 7.9.4], Gf,q as I8-representation is
Gf,qp8q –
à
zPZf 1
`
LψpfpzqXq b LχzpXq
˘
where χz is a multiplicative character, and we view Zf 1 in Fq. Hence, by
[Kat88, Lemma 1.3] all the breaks are at 1 and as representations of the wild
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inertia group P8, we have
Gf,qp8q –
à
zPZf 1
LψpfpzqXq.
We distinguish two cases:
– If 8 R SingpLq, then Lemma 7.2 (3) implies that there is a multi-
plicative character χ1 such that
L – Lχ1ppX`aq{Xq.
Hence, there exists some β P C of unit norm such that
β
ÿ
yPFq
e
ˆ
trppx` aqfpyqq
p
˙
“
ÿ
yPFq
e
ˆ
trpxfpyqq
p
˙
χ1
ˆ
x` a
x
˙
for all x P Fqˆ . If a ‰ 0, taking x “ ´a gives βq “ 0, a contradiction.
– Assume that 8 P SingpLq. By [Kat88, Lemma 1.3], Swan8pLq P
t0, 1u because all the breaks of Gf,q at 8 are at 1. If Swan8pLq “ 1,
the break-depression lemma [Kat88, 8.5.7] implies that L – ptame at 8qb
LψpbXq for some b P Fqˆ . On the other hand, L is by definition tame at
8 if Swan8pLq “ 0. In both cases, the restriction of the isomorphism
(34) to P8 givesà
zPZf 1
LψpfpzqpX`aqq –
à
zPZf 1
Lψppfpzq`bqXq
for some b P Fq. Thus the sets tfpzqpX ` aq : z P Zf 1u and tpfpzq `
bqX : z P Zf 1u are equal, which implies that a “ 0 (and b “ 0q.

Remark 7.14. Lemma 7.10 does not apply here because F1 is trivial.
Examples 7.15. The following examples are given in [Mic98, p. 229], [FM03,
p. 7] and [Kat90, 7.10]:
(1) The polynomial f “ aXr`1 ` bX with a, b, r P Z and ab ‰ 0 verifies
kf “ |r| and #
pHq if |r| ě 3 odd,
pH 1q if r ‰ 0 even.
(2) Let g P ZrXs be monic of degree r with full Galois group Sr (a
“generic” condition by [vdW34]), and let f P QrXs be the unique
primitive of g with
řr
i“1 fpαiq “ 0, where α1, . . . , αr are the zeros of
f . Assuming that r ě 6 is even, we have that pHq holds for f and
kf “ n.
(3) For n ě 3, the polynomial f “ Xn ´ naX satisfies pH 1q, and kf “
n´ 1
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7.6.3. Sums of the form (4) with f “ X, χ “ 1, h polynomial.
Proposition 7.16. Let h “ ři“0 anXn P ZrXs be a polynomial of degree
n ě 3. For p large enough (depending on h), there exists an ℓ-adic sheaf Gh,q
over Fq of rank n´ 1 corresponding to the trace function
x ÞÑ ´1?
q
ÿ
yPFq
e
ˆ
trpxy ` hpyqq
p
˙
px P Fqq.
If an´1 “ 0 and n R t7, 9u, there exist Weil numbers αq P Qℓ of weight 0
such that the family pαq b Gh,qqq is coherent, with monodromy group
(1) SLn´1pCq if n´ 1 is odd,
(2) If n is odd:
– Spn´1pCq if h has no monomial of even positive degree,
– SLn´1pCq otherwise.
Moreover, αq “ 1 in the symplectic case.
Proof. The construction of Gh,q and the computation of its geometric mon-
odromy group can be found in [Kat90, 7.12] and [Kat87]. In the symplectic
case, Section 7.2 gives that Ggeom “ Garith “ Spn´1pCq. In the special linear
case, the hypothesis an´1 “ 0 implies that the geometric determinant of G is
trivial by [Kat90, Section 7.12], and the statement follows from Section 7.2.
The independence of shifts follows directly from Lemmas 7.10 and 7.11,
similarly to Kloosterman sheaves. 
Example 7.17. For the Birch sums (5), we have h “ X3 and the correspond-
ing monodromy group is Sp2pCq “ SL2pCq.
7.6.4. Sums of the form (4) with f polynomial, χ ‰ 1.
Proposition 7.18. Let
– h P QpXq with a pole of order n ě 1 at 8.
– f P ZrXs nonzero of degree d with pd, nq “ 1.
– g P QpXq nonzero.
– χ a character of Fqˆ of order r ě 2, with the order of any zero or pole
of g not divisible by r.
For p large enough (depending on f, g, h), there exists an ℓ-adic sheaf Gq over
Fq corresponding to the trace function (4). Assuming that n ą 2d, that f, h
are odd and that
– there exists L P QpXq even or odd with Lpxqr “ gpxqgp´xq,
– either g is nonconstant or h R ZrXs,
– either N “ rankpGq ‰ 8 or n´ d ‰ 6,
then there exist αq P t˘1u such that the family pαq b Gqqq is coherent, with
monodromy group SpN pCq if L is odd (in which case αq “ 1) and SON pCq
if L is even.
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Proof. The construction and the computation of the geometric monodromy
group of Gq can be found in [Kat90, 7.7, 7.13 (Sp-example(2)) and 7.14 (O-
example(2))]. Section 7.2 show the existence of αq P t˘1u so that Ggeompαqb
Gqq “ Garithpαq b Gqq is as stated.
We show the independence of shifts. Let us assume that there is a geomet-
ric isomorphism of the form (8) for G with a ‰ 0. By Lemmas 7.10 and 7.11,
we have SingpF2q “ t8u or A1pFqq Ă SingpF2q. Since condpF2q is bounded
independently from q, the last possibility is excluded for q large enough.
Let us then assume that SingpF2q “ t8u. Because f is a polynomial, we
have SingpF1q Ă t8u. Since the Kummer sheaf is tamely ramified every-
where while the Artin-Schreier sheaf is totally wild at all ramified points,
this implies that h P ZrXs and that g is constant. 
7.7. Families of hyperelliptic curves.
Proposition 7.19. Let f P ZrXs be a squarefree polynomial of degree 2g ě
2. For q large enough, we consider the family of smooth projective models of
the affine hyperelliptic curves over Fq of genus g given by
Xz : y
2 “ fpxqpx´ zq,
parametrized by z P Fq, which are nonsingular when z R Zf,q, for Zf,q Ă Fq
the set of zeros of f in Fq. There exists a geometrically irreducible ℓ-adic
sheaf Ff,q over Fq of rank 2g, with trace function
tF pzq “ q ` 1´ |XzpFqq|
q1{2
pz R Zf,qq.
The family pFf,qqq is coherent with monodromy group Sp2gpCq.
Proof. For the construction, see [KS91, Section 10.1] or [Hal08, Section 4]
(using middle-convolutions). Here, we moreover normalize with a Tate twist
to get a sheaf of weight 0. We have SingpFf,qq “ t8u Y Zf and Ff,q is
everywhere tame. In particular, condpFf,qq “ 2g ` |Zf,q|.
By [KS91, Theorem 10.1.16], the geometric monodromy group is symplec-
tic. Since we normalized, [KS91, Lemma 10.1.9] shows that the arithmetic
monodromy group preserves the sames pairing (without normalization, it is
a symplectic similitude with multiplicator q).
It remains to show the independence of shifts. By [KS91, 10.1.13], at any
z P Zf,q the quotient V {V Iz is the trivial (one-dimensional) Iz–representation,
for V “ pFf,qqη. Let us assume that there exists an isomorphism of the
form (8) for Ff,q. By Lemma 7.1 (2), if q is large enough, there exists
x P SingpFq XA1pFqq such that V Ix “ 0, a contradiction. 
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